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Pennsylvania Comments: 

An initial idea for our use of AI in Market Analysis would include RIRS and MATS. When an analyst is 
researching past exams there could be pages and pages of information between MATS and RIRS.  It 
would be helpful and efficient if we had the availability to ask AI to pull all exams with information such 
as - penalty of $5000 or more, all exams with consent orders, list all exams that resulted in 
restitution,  searching for exams that included unfair insurance practices or other egregious issues, and 
pulling all entries for a specific state.  

Another idea could be asking AI to include findings of a company that is making questionable 
judgements or having more fines with a change of control, company, or senior leadership.  

Pennsylvania would like to ensure that we have a way to watch for AI bias. If AI finds that a specific 
company name, type, location, etc. has repeated issues, it may start to ignore other company data and only 
focus on where there are repeated issues. Getting a good list of all the consent orders issued with data 
figures like company name, complaint statistics, type of insurance, fine amounts, or other types of 
measures will be good to have in helping to train AI to look for the things identified through Market 
Analysis data.  

Use of Machine Learning will be helpful for when it identifies “reg flag” verbiage or fines that exceeded a 
certain amount. We would also recommend that the use of AI be limited on the self-learning and instead 
require human reviews and instead require human reviews to better teach the algorithms. For example, 
humans build in “red flags”, but you could have the system identify patterns for when there are fines. The 
system can suggest their found “red flags” be added to the list, but only if a human says it is a true red 
flag.  

Thank you for the opportunity to share our comments. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Karen Veronikis 

 


